
Smart.Netv2 Door Controller

General
Best results will be achieved when following these instructions as
they describe the planning and installation of a single Smart.Netv2
door or entrance. A wiring diagram with notes is shown opposite that
states clearly all the common associated devices that may be
required for each single door installation

Power
The control unit can be powered from a low voltage DC regulated
supply only.  The voltage input range must be between 8 - 16 Volts
DC; ratings outside of this may cause damage to the control unit and
/ or its associated devices. The single door control unit has been
designed for low power operation.  Its quiescent current is only
70mAmp rising to 180mAmp with both proximity readers connected
and the lock relay energised.

Planning
The 40020201 Smart.Netv2 single door control unit is designed to be
installed locally to the door or entrance it will serve in a dry internal
location.  This allows all cable connections to be short and efficiently
run. All connections are made by removable side-entry polarised
screw terminals designed for multi-stranded cable types. For all
connections, apart from the networking cable and readers you may
use low cost intruder alarm cable. All cables entering the door
control unit housing must not be coiled up inside but routed efficiently
through the various edge and rear cable entry knockouts and drill
points of the enclosure. Please ensure that the rear enclosure
mounting screws do not foul the PCB or terminals.

Networking Cable
The communication or networking cable type may be a Belden type
or equivalent #8132 or 9842. These cables are of a multi -stranded
construction and have good resistance to mechanical stress. The use
of CAT5 or similar cable is not recommended as its solid core
construction breaks easily under mild mechanical stress. The total
networking length must not exceed 1.2KM (1200M) and contain any
spurs or star points

End of Line Termination
In the last door control unit, which is the one furthest away from the 4
USB-RS485 adapter lead you must employ end-of-line resistor
termination. Connect the two resistors provided, one across the last
controller terminals T+ & T - and the other across R+ & R-. To check
that the termination is correct, disconnect the USB interface from the
computer and measure with a multi-meter set on the resistance range
that you can measure between 118-130 Ohms across the T pair and
60-70 Ohms across the R pair at the first controller from the lead. The
exact readings will depend on the total networking cable length. If this
is not the case then look for cabling errors throughout the network
installation or contact support for guidance.

Relay 2 Output
The relay 2 output can be used to indicate if the door or entrance is in
the alarm state locally to the door or entrance. An alarm state
condition is generated when the door magnetic contact is fitted and
the door is forced ajar or left open too long.
Any general purpose sounder or other device may be switched with a
rating not greater that 28VDC at 2 Amperes.

Exit Request Input
The exit input is normally used if a button is required to exit through
the controlled door or entrance. It can be reassigned to be used as a
general purpose input. Configurable options are intruder alarm set
detect, power supply fault detect, general tamper input detect and
release (free access) all system doors on a single closing contact. By
default (factory) the operation is as an Exit Request Button utilised
with a push-to-make momentary switch. If the exit button function
input is later reassigned by the software application all functions are
normally open with a closing circuit for an active state. If the release
all system doors function is required only a single connection at one
door control unit is required as the host computer will manage the
command for the rest of the system. Never apply a voltage of any
kind to this input as damage to the controller may occur.

Door Control Unit ID
Each Smart.Netv2 door control unit is addressed at the factory with a
unique electronic serial number.  This allows each door or entrance to
be associated independently by the system.  It is important that you
note this number that is on the PCB as a 6 digit hexadecimal number.

Please record this below along with a name or description for each door
or entrance and save this information for later.

DOOR ID#: _________________________________________________________(e.g. FFBB05)

DESCRIPTION: ___________________________________________________ (e.g. Front Door)

To download your free copy of the Smart.Netv2 Software Suite please
contact us on 0208 621 6210 or visit www.doorentrydirect.com.

Smart.Netv2 door controller technical specification
Supply Voltages 8 – 16VDC
Current Consumption 150mAmp Maximum (2 readers)
Relay Contacts 28VDC 3Amp Inductive
RS485 Full Duplex 5 Wire 56K Baud
Reader Inputs (2) Wiegand 26Bit (space < 550uS)
Clock & Calendar 24 Hour + Day + DD:MM:YYYY
Data Volatility 10 Years

Document: IN-40020201

POWER SUPPLIES:
Always use an individual power supply to power each 40020201 door controller and its associated local components in isolation.  The
current capacity of the PSU should be greater than the locking peak current by at least 200mAmp (0.2A).


